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Some Great Ideas for Utilizing a Video Marketing Platform to Promote Your Business



Image 1: Get Your Company Noticed and Create Buzz on a Video Marketing Platform



It seems more and more people are cutting ties with traditional cable and relying more on streaming videos online. With YouTube becoming a part of everyday conversation, businesses would do well to include themselves by understanding how to utilize the video marketing platform. This would look different depending on what type of product you’re selling, but videos can be crafted for any type of business campaign. Here, we will discuss a couple of ways to go about such campaigns.
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Keep It Simple



When it comes to promoting your company via video marketing platforms, keeping it simple should be key. If you’re trying to reach a large audience, especially a large audience of millennials, videos must be short, sweet, and to the point.



According to Forbes, keeping your company’s video to two minutes or less is absolutely necessary to having people engage with your product. Think of it like the elevator pitch you learned about in that career-building class you took long ago. Your product should be sold in an enticing way that gets to the point of what exactly it’s about. Graphics are great to keep things visuallyappealing, but they should be kept in the range of educational. Ideally, it should be something that can be shown to your teenage niece without her getting bored and lost in the jargon.



Understand Your Audience’s Needs



The most successful YouTube channels for small businesses recognize the needs of their target audience and make videos explaining how the company’s product fits into their lifestyle. For example, Red Bull energy drink has put out video marketing campaigns that center around activity and an energized lifestyle, because that’s what their product creates, energy. These days, in order to get a consumer behind your product, relatability is essential. The target audience wants to know that you understand get their lifestyle and preferences. By doing so, your call-toaction for them to invest in your product becomes less pushy and more like a friendly recommendation.
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Be Who You Are



While being relatable is important to selling your product, it’s also important to emphasize what exactly makes your product unique. Maybe that goes without saying, but as you are making this friendly recommendation to your consumer, drive home the message that your product is the only one of its kind. Better yet, it is exactly what your prospective customer is looking for.



Utilizing a video marketing platform really boils down to keeping up with the trends that make audiences watch videos on YouTube, Vimeo, and elsewhere. At the moment, it is all about keeping things short and simple, creating relatable content, and emphasizing your product’s uniqueness. Aggie Marketing is here to help you create these marketing campaigns that are sure to help you get the word out there about your product, today.



About Aggie Marketing: Aggie Marketing is a U.S. based company that help businesses find their fit in the digital world. We focus on creating digital marketing strategies through video marketing, search engine optimization, pay-per-click advertising and AdWords remarketing. Get in touch with us today and get more visitors to your website.
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